SP-15 OFFSET & DIRECT CONTACT PRINTER

Your solution to printing on smooth, uneven, & convoluted surfaces

Similar in design to the SP-10 direct contact printer. The print wheel, rather than printing directly on the surface, transfers ink to a rubber roll that conforms to the product providing a clear legible print. Ideal for printing on both smooth and irregularly shaped cable, braided wire, smooth and dimpled hose, tubing and extruded profiles.

STANDARD MACHINE SETUP

Print a wide range of product sizes from small diameters up to 3" round. Flat product up to 2" wide.

OPTIONAL SETUP

Easily converts to direct contact printing in as little as 5 minutes.

ADVANTAGES

- Ink colors that are simple to change
- Font styles available that let you “customize” your product
- Exceptional print quality
- Easy setup with little down time
- Timing belt synchronization that is self-adjusting

WHEEL SIZES

Industry standard print wheels available at W. Gillies Technologies

PRINT TYPES

Characters, numbers, stripes, hash marks, and custom logos available

PRINT SPEEDS

Dependent on product size and configuration: up to 600 feet per minute
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SP-15 OFFSET & DIRECT CONTACT PRINTER

Your solution to printing on smooth, uneven, & convoluted surfaces

Offset mode

Direct mode

Direct mode (rear view) with transfer roll assembly detached
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